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Riots of Patriot or Victim?:

Japan’s Perception of Anti-Japanese Protests in China(2004-05)

By Mong Cheung＊

It is widely believed in China that Japan’s interpretation of Chinese anti-

Japanese protests was negative. This tendency is often argued to have been
 

caused by the lacking of self-reflection on war history or the manipulation of
 

public opinion by the Japanese government and mass media. By scrutinizing
 

relevant writings and polls published in Japan soon after the two large-scale
 

Chinese anti-Japanese demonstrations in 2004 and 2005, this paper suggests a
 

more complicated picture on Japan’s perception of Chinese anti-Japanese pro-

tests. It argues that both the negative image of “consequence of patriotic
 

education”and the positive image of “genuine anger against Japan’s ambiguous
 

attitudes on history”coexist in Japan’s interpretations of Chinese anti-Japanese
 

protests. It suggests that, the aversion of violence, the distrust on Chinese
 

treatment of history,the unwillingness to admit Japan’s war responsibility and
 

the sympathy of Chinese suffering caused by the past Japanese militarism all act
 

as the major sources behind the sophisticated interpretations on Chinese protests
 

against Japan.

1. Introduction

 

China occupies the second pivotal position
 

that just after the United States in Japan’s
 

foreign relations in the post-Cold War
 

world. Economically, China continued to
 

be the largest exporter to Japan while
 

Japan is also China’s largest trading part-

ner in 2003.Yet the deepening economic
 

interdependence fails to help the construc-

tion of favorable political relations. The
 

outbreak of various political disputes,such
 

as the Chinese submarine incursion inci-

dent in 2004and the history textbook con-

troversy in2005,which were widely report-

ed by the mass media,lead to an increasing
 

mutual distrust in both societies.

In the summer of2004and the spring of

2005, the outbreak of two massive anti-

Japanese protests throughout China refre-

shed Japan’s image of the rising dragon.

An Asahi survey conducted in September

2004revealed that61percent of the respon-

dents confirmed that the anti-Japanese
 

demonstrations had created a negative
 

impact of their image of China,with only
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34percent responded “no impact”. This
 

perceptual trend is further evidenced by
 

two polls conducted by Prime Minister
 

Office in October2004and Japan Research
 

Center in June 2005, which all showed a
 

vast drop of image on China .

Influenced by the dropping image,some
 

observers concluded that Japan’s interpre-

tation of Chinese anti-Japanese protests
 

was negative in general.This tendency is
 

often argued to have been caused by the
 

lacking of self-reflection on history or the
 

manipulation of public opinion by the gov-

ernment and mass media .In fact,Japan’s
 

view of Chinese anti-Japanese protests is
 

far more complicated than the simple argu-

ments proposed by political observers as
 

well as the statistics of the surveys. By
 

scrutinizing relevant writings and polls
 

published soon after the Chinese anti-

Japanese protests, we can improve our
 

understanding of how Japanese society,

from the decision makers at the top to the
 

masses at the bottom, interprets China’s
 

anti-Japanese sentiments.

With the two large-scale anti-Japanese
 

demonstrations in China as a backdrop,

this paper examines the Japanese percep-

tion of Chinese anti-Japanese protests in

2004and2005.Two major questions will be
 

raised in this research:First, what kinds
 

of interpretations on Chinese anti-

Japanese protests are most commonly
 

found in the Japanese society?Second,why
 

do they interpret the Chinese protests in
 

this way?

To explore the answer more adequately,

a perceptual-psychological approach will
 

be employed in this research.The study of
 

perception as cognitive variable is one of
 

the indispensable areas in the study of

 

politics in general and international rela-

tions in particular .It acts as a supplement
 

approach to expose the limits of tradi-

tional realist  approach in which the
 

rational-decision is emphasized.Two basic
 

categories can be divided in this area:1）

studies of perception directly related to the
 

foreign policy decision-making which is
 

usually used to explain the outcome of
 

foreign policy and,2）studies of the formu-

lation of perception and image in which
 

the content, structure, change and source
 

of perceptions and images are examined.

In this research,the latter one will be the
 

focus of inquiry.

In the following pages, we will first
 

generally look at the course of two Chinese
 

anti-Japanese protests in2004-05.Then,by
 

reviewing relevant Japanese articles and
 

books published between August 2004and
 

November 2005, the article will move to
 

examine how the Japanese society inter-

preted the anti-Japanese protests in China.

The images of three groups:top officials,

intermediate elites,and the general public
 

will be investigated. In particular, the
 

implicit logic behind those images on
 

Chinese anti-Japanese protests will be
 

examined in detail.

2. Overview of Anti-Japanese
 

Protests in China 2004-05

 
2.1. Chaos in Asia Cup Soccer Tourna-

ment（August 2004)

Our story started from Chongqing, an
 

inland city in China where used to be the
 

capital during the Sino-Japanese War in
 

the1940s.On31 July2004,the first wave
 

of large-scale anti-Japanese protest started
 

from the soccer playground of this city at
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the Asia Cup Soccer Tournament.During
 

the game,the Chinese football fans booed
 

the Japanese national team during the
 

playing of the Japanese national anthem
 

and attacked Japanese soccer supporters
 

by words and cans.Banners with the slo-

gans asking for Japan’s sincere apology
 

were also displayed during the game.A 23

year-old university student told a Japanese
 

reporter that he has been very unsatisfied
 

with Koizumi’s visits of Yasukuni Shrine
 

and it is a golden opportunity for him to
 

show his dissatisfaction with hundreds of
 

Chinese people during the game .

Regarding the impolite Chinese anti-

Japanese protests,Tokyo urged Beijing to
 

improve the situation and protect Japanese
 

citizens.During his meeting with Japanese
 

media,Chief Cabinet Secretary Hosogawa
 

Hiroki confirmed that Tokyo had sent its
 

concern for three times to Beijing and
 

urged for improvements on security.Minis-

try of Foreign Affair Kawaguchi Jungo
 

also expressed her concern when met with
 

Chinese officials in Tokyo and hoped
 

Chinese soccer fans should treat the game
 

calmly during the final that would be held
 

in Beijing on 7August .

Tackling the demands from Tokyo,

Beijing mobilized approximately 5,000

policemen around the auditorium in order
 

to prevent any possible riots during the
 

final. However, situation had not been
 

improved. After the end of soccer game
 

with the result of Japan defeated China by

3-1,riot broke out again and thousands of
 

Chinese fans gathered in the square outside
 

the auditorium and burned Japanese flag.

Japanese ambassador’s cars were also
 

severely damaged . Regarding this inci-

dent, surprisingly, Tokyo responded it

 

with a clam posture.Chief Cabinet Secre-

tary Hosogawa gave a positive comment
 

on Beijing’s effort in maintaining the secu-

rity and order during the final.

2.2. Anti-Japanese Demonstrations

（April 2005)

The second large-scale anti-Japanese
 

protest took place in the spring of2005.It
 

is widely believed that this wave of protest
 

was motivated by Japan’s campaign to
 

become a permanent member of the UN
 

Security Council as well as Tokyo’s
 

approval of one of the history textbooks
 

that justified Japan’s past aggressive war
 

in Asia.The dispute of Diaoyu /Senkaku
 

Islands currently controlled and claimed
 

by Japan,but also claimed by China,also
 

become a symbolic focus during the anti-

Japanese demonstration .

The initial demonstration of this wave
 

of protests started in Chengdu（2April）

and Shenzhen（3April）in the early April.

On 9April, thousands of Chinese citizens
 

and young students gathered in front of the
 

Japanese Embassy in Beijing and broke
 

windows of the buildings inside the
 

embassy.Protestors were also calling for a
 

boycott of Japanese goods.Following the
 

protests in Beijing, anti-Japanese demon-

strations spread throughout the rest of the
 

country.Major cities from north to south,

such as Guangzhou（10April),Shanghai（16

April),Hangzhou（16April），Tianjing（16

April),Shenyang（17April),Shenzhen（17

April),Hong Kong（17April),all consecu-

tively joined the movement .

Facing the outbreak of the second
 

Chinese anti-Japanese protests,Tokyo ex-

pressed great anger to Beijing and condem-

ned the violent behaviors outside the



 

Japanese embassy. Minister of Foreign
 

Affair Machimura Nobutaka demanded an
 

apology and compensation for damage
 

against Japanese property and people dur-

ing his visit in Beijing on18April but was
 

rejected by Chinese Foreign Minister Li
 

Zhaoxing. After Japanese Premier Ko-

izumi  Junichiro expressed his deep
 

remorse for the suffering that Japan
 

caused to other Asian nations during
 

World War II at the Asia-Africa Confer-

ence in Jakarta on22April,Chinese Presi-

dent Hu Jingtao met Koizumi on 23April
 

and demanded that Japan needs to back up
 

its reflection on history and its apology
 

with action .

3. Japan’s Views of Chinese
 

Anti-Japanese Protests

 
3.1. View of Officials

 
Conventional interpretation tends to

 
conclude that the Koizumi administration’s

 
perception of Chinese anti-Japanese pro-

tests has been vastly influenced by the
 

mentality of“the consequence of patriotic
 

education”.Yet such interpretation might
 

not entirely accurate.

Without doubt,several major officials in
 

the Koizumi cabinet have explicitly ex-

pressed their discontents on Chinese treat-

ment of history.By stressing the authori-

tarian nature of Chinese Communist
 

regime,those officials tend to contend that
 

the “patriotic education” advocated by
 

Beijing since the mid-1990s is the primary
 

source of growing anti-Japanese senti-

ments in China. For example, soon after
 

the anti-Japanese protest during Asia Cup
 

Soccer Tournament, Japan’s ambassador
 

in Beijing, Anami Koreshige, concluded

 

that it is China’s patriotic education that
 

caused the growth of anti-Japanese senti-

ments among the Chinese youths . On 4

March 2005, Minister of Foreign Affair
 

Machimura Nobutaka criticized Chinese
 

patriotic education and said that he would
 

raise the issue to Chinese Foreign Minister
 

Li Zhaoxing, as he thinks the Chinese
 

history education as well as the mode of
 

exhibition on Sino-Japanese War between

1931and1945is inappropriate .Abe Shin-

zo,who is one of senior advisors of Prime
 

Minister Koizumi and was appointed as
 

the Chief Cabinet Secretary since October

2005, also argued that history is being
 

utilized by Beijing as a weapon to promote
 

patriotism for its own political legitimacy.

He further questioned Beijing’s claims on
 

the number of the Chinese causalities dur-

ing the Sino-Japanese War,as the number
 

of reported causalities increased signifi-

cantly from3.2million in1945to35million
 

nowadays .

Despite the tough voices stated by those
 

high level officials,which could be inter-

preted as a tactic or manipulation for their
 

personal political interests,soft voices do
 

exist within the Japanese government,

particularly in the bureaucratic level
 

where directly manages Japan’s diplo-

matic relations with China. Sasae Keni-

chiro, the Director-General of Asian and
 

Oceanian Affairs Bureau in the Ministry of
 

Foreign Affair（MOFA),stated that both
 

Japan and China should endeavor to
 

improve bilateral relations by cooperation
 

and dialogue. He stressed that Beijing
 

should let Chinese masses know that most
 

Japanese people do not want to involve
 

into war again while the Japanese society
 

should also try to understand Chinese’s
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sentiments and sensitivity on the history
 

issue with a humble attitude.

3.2. View of Intermediate Elites
 

The term“intermediate elites”is defined
 

as those people who are not directly
 

involved in the foreign policy decision
 

making process but whose opinions are
 

influential to both top decision makers as
 

well as the general public . In this case,

intermediate elites’view certainly plays an
 

important role in shaping Japan’s percep-

tion of Chinese anti-Japanese protests.

Around one month after the outbreak of
 

first anti-Japanese protests in August2004,

large numbers of analyses written by inter-

mediate elites were published in the cur-

rent affairs journals and relatively profes-

sional publications related to international
 

relations.Unlike the relatively congruent
 

view among the major top officials in the
 

Koizumi Cabinet, the interpretations of
 

intermediate elites on Chinese anti-

Japanese protests are divided.I would like
 

to categorize those elites into two groups:

the patriot school,who tends to primarily
 

emphasize the impact of Chinese patriotic
 

education on the formation of anti-

Japanese sentiments, and the victim
 

school,who inclines to view that the anti-

Japanese protests as a behavior primarily
 

derived from victim’s response to the
 

Japan’s ambiguous attitude towards his-

tory.Through publication one can detect
 

the clashing viewpoint between the two
 

camps.

Patriot School
 

In brief, the primary logic of patriot
 

school is that the Chinese anti-Japanese
 

protest is primarily due to the continuous

 

patriotic education purposely advocated
 

by the Chinese regime under the leadership
 

of Jiang Zemin. The description of an
 

undemocratic China can be frequently
 

found in the discourse of this school,which
 

implicitly constructed a picture that all
 

protests against Japan on history are pur-

posely mobilized by the communist regime
 

or the consequence of anti-Japanese educa-

tion（hannichi kyoiku).

For instance,immediately after the anti-

Japanese protests in Beijing, one of the
 

major Japanese newspapers, Yomiuri
 

Shimbun,repeatedly stressed in its editori-

al that for the purpose of alleviating
 

domestic social  instability and to
 

strengthen regime’s legitimacy, Beijing
 

had intentionally advocated the anti-

Japanese education from primary school
 

to high school .The problems of environ-

mental pollution, the disputes over the
 

farmland and the riots that broke out in
 

different part of China were being cited to
 

prove that Beijing has been facing a criti-

cal moment of its political legitimacy and
 

thus made use of patriotism and anti-

Japanese sentiments as an outlet for
 

domestic conflicts . Some other analysts
 

raised the problem of Chinese history edu-

cation for their argument.Sakaeda Kyoko,

for example,addressed that Chinese media
 

were full of films and documentaries on
 

Sino-Japanese War on the commemoration
 

day of Japanese invasion on 7July 1937.

She stressed that these anti-Japanese TV
 

programs were part of the patriotic propa-

ganda for the political legitimacy of
 

Chinese Communist Party（CCP), which
 

caused the growing anti-Japanese senti-

ments among the Chinese public .

Violence is another major concern that



 

patriot school addressed the most.Follow-

ing this mentality,many analysts stressed
 

that Beijing encouraged or at least tacitly
 

approved the violent behaviors during the
 

Chinese protests against Japan .A profes-

sor from Teikyo University questioned the
 

legitimacy of using violence against Japan’s
 

ambiguous attitude on history.It could be
 

a disaster for the Chinese youths to use
 

violence against Japan in protesting for
 

history issue,according to her,as Japan’s
 

response will be totally contradicted to the
 

objective they intend to achieve.

Regarding the role of past history on
 

Chinese anti-Japanese protests, there is a
 

subtle division within this school. On the
 

one hand,many of them tended to argue
 

that the Chinese protests could not be
 

based on the genuine anti-Japanese senti-

ments and Chinese description of history
 

on Sino-Japanese war is totally unfounded.

They often question the detail of China-

Japan war history claimed by Chinese
 

historians and intend to deny Japan’s war
 

responsibility by stressing the inconsis-

tency and possible errors revealed in the
 

Chinese history books.Usually,these view-

points could be frequently found in the
 

right wing journals . The rest, on the
 

other hand,although still insisting the vital
 

impact of patriotic education on Chinese
 

anti-Japanese sentiments, tend to confirm
 

Japan’s war responsibility in general.Most
 

of their arguments focus on how anti-

Japanese sentiments and inaccurate
 

images of contemporary Japan have been
 

spread in China,rather than totally denied
 

the Japan’s war responsibility. Some
 

Japanese China specialists and journalists
 

could be classified into this group .

Victim School
 

In contrast with patriotic school,victim
 

school tends to portray the anti-Japanese
 

protests primarily as a reaction against
 

Japan’s ambiguous attitude on history.

They argue that the contradicted attitudes
 

demonstrated by the Japanese government
 

on the Yasukuni Shrine and textbook issue
 

stimulated and hurt sentiments of Chinese
 

people, leading to the break out of anti-

Japanese sentiments in recent years.

For example, the Asahi  Shimbun,

another major Japanese newspaper, in its
 

April 7editorial concluded that it is Ko-

izumi’s visits of Yasukuni Shrine that
 

caused the tension between China and
 

Japan and the distrust among Chinese
 

people that showed in the protests; By
 

providing evidences from extensive inter-

views among more than 10,000university
 

students throughout China from north to
 

south,Omori Kazuo, the president of the
 

Institute of International Exchange, also
 

pointed out that the distrust on history
 

interpretation is the major obstacle for
 

China-Japan bilateral understanding and
 

cultural exchange activities among the
 

youths ;Kobayashi Yotaro, the head of

“21 Century Friendships of China-Japan
 

committee”, condemned prime-ministerial
 

pilgrimages to Yasukuni Shrine and the
 

viewpoint that the trial on Class A war
 

criminals in1946is unfair.He stressed that
 

the various disputes over history would
 

stimulated further conflicts between China
 

and Japan ;Based on a quantitative
 

study on the number of positive and nega-

tive reports about China from2001to2003,

Tabata Mitsunaga from Kanakawa Uni-

versity, also criticized the articulation of
 

China’s negative image in major conserva-
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tive Japanese current affair and political
 

magazines .

To challenge the interpretation of patri-

otic school,elites in victim school raised a
 

counter-argument as well. For instance,

some scholars questioned whether the
 

growth of Chinese anti-Japanese senti-

ments is solely determined by the factor of
 

the patriotic campaign launched by the
 

government since the mid-1990s. The vic-

tim school’s view in fact does not rule out
 

the possible influence of patriotic educa-

tion advocated by Beijing since the mid-

1990s for the purpose of strengthening the
 

political legitimacy of Chinese communist
 

regime, however they stressed that the
 

anti-Japanese sentiments always exist
 

since the establishment of People’s Repub-

lic of China or even before .The image of
 

Japan as enemy is strongly rooted during
 

the building process of Chinese modern
 

state as well as the Chinese national iden-

tity, as China eventually gained national
 

independence through defeating Japan in
 

the Second World War.Kawashima Shin,

a professor from Hokkaido University,for
 

example,pointed out the Chinese hatred to

 

Japan could be traced back to the1910s as
 

Japan was seeking a full monopoly over
 

China by requesting “the21items”to the
 

Chinese government .

Despite the sensitive understanding of
 

the Chinese genuine anti-Japanese senti-

ments,the violence revealed in the protests
 

is unacceptable for this group of elites.

The Asahi Shimbum,which has been por-

trayed as left and pro-China,in its April18

editorial  criticized the Chinese anti-

Japanese demonstrations in terms of using
 

violence.It pointed out that the slogan of

“Aiguo Wuzui”（you are not sin if you are
 

patriotic),which were widely promoted
 

during the demonstrations as an excuse for
 

using violence against Japanese businesses
 

in China,was absolutely unacceptable .In
 

addition,some intellectuals also criticized
 

the promotion of violence against Japan on
 

the internet. One of the writers claimed,

such websites have been spreading the
 

hatred against Japan among the Chinese
 

youths,although he personally shares the
 

view that Japan must not deny its war
 

responsibility.

Source:Asahi Shimbun,1September 2004,Morning Edition,Page3.

FIGURE 1. Japanese general public’s perception of the influence of Yasukini Shrine issue on the
 

Chinese protests against Japan



 

3.3. View of General Public
 

The Japanese general public’s percep-

tion on Chinese anti-Japanese protests also
 

exhibits the character of ambivalence.On
 

the one hand,it shows deep understanding
 

on that the past war memories and the
 

current controversies on history constitute
 

a deep and dark shadow on the Chinese
 

images of Japan,which is extremely sensi-

tive and easily being stimulated.This per-

ception can be evidenced by the poll con-

ducted by Asahi Shimbun soon after the
 

Asia Soccer Cup Tournament protests in

2004.According to this poll,when asked if
 

you think Koizumi’s visits of Yasukuni
 

Shrine has any influences on the outbreak
 

of Chinese anti-Japanese protests, nearly

82percent of those polled responded“yes”,

with only 14 percent chose “no” （See
 

Figure1).

On the other hand,however,the majority
 

of Japanese public also demonstrates that
 

they are also likely to believe that the
 

anti-Japanese or patriotic education laun-

ched by Chinese communist regime is the
 

origin of the Chinese anti-Japanese pro-

tests. This orientation was clearly

 

revealed in the opinion poll done by the
 

Asahi  Shimbun immediately after the
 

Chinese protests in April 2005.According
 

to this survey,around 83percent of those
 

polled agree that  the growing  anti-

Japanese sentiments in China are influen-

ced by the mode of Chinese history educa-

tion, with only 12％ responded “no”or

“little influence”（See Figure2). In addi-

tion,71percent of the respondents rebuffed
 

Chinese President Hu Jingtao’s demand to
 

Koizumi that Japan needs to back up its
 

reflection on history and its apology with
 

action .

4. Conclusion

 

By briefly examining Japan’s view of
 

Chinese anti-Japanese protests, this paper
 

has presented two major arguments.These
 

arguments concern, respectively, the con-

tent of Japan’s perception of Chinese anti-

Japanese protests, and the major reasons
 

behind those perceptions.

Through the brief analysis, this article
 

has demonstrated the perceptual sophisti-
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FIGURE 2. Japanese general public’s perception of the influence of history education on the
 

Chinese anti-Japanese sentiments

 

Source:Asahi Shimbun,25April2005,Morning Edition,Page3.



cation of Japan’s image of Chinese anti-

Japanese protests. It showed that both
 

positive and negative interpretations,

namely the negative image of the“conse-

quence of patriotic education”and the
 

positive image of“genuine anger against
 

Japan’s ambiguous attitudes on history”,

coexist in the Japanese image of the
 

Chinese anti-Japanese protests in various
 

level. In other words, these two types of
 

interpretations can be most commonly
 

found in the Japanese interpretation of
 

Chinese protests against Japan.However,

the rational behind those interpretations is
 

far more complicated, which also shows
 

Japan’s ambivalence attitude towards
 

China’s anti-Japanese sentiments.

From the discourse of patriotic school,

we will find that the distrust on China’s
 

treatment of history plays an important
 

role in supporting their arguments. They
 

tend to contend that the Chinese protests
 

against Japan are not a spontaneously act
 

and are influenced by Beijing’s anti-

Japanese education or patriotic education.

However, the implicit logic behind this
 

interpretation is divided. This paper has
 

demonstrated that a subtle distinction
 

within this school. While the ring wing
 

seized the opportunity provided by China’s
 

inconsistent description on history for
 

their own purpose of denying Japan’s war
 

responsibility, other intellectuals focused
 

on China’s patriotic education may spread
 

the anti-Japanese sentiments and an in-

accurate image of contemporary Japan.

On the other hand,the interpretation of
 

victim school revealed their reflection on
 

Japan’s past war history and their empa-

thies towards general anger among the
 

Chinese masses.They particularly stressed

 

that it is Japan’s ambiguous attitude on
 

history that  provoked Chinese anger
 

against Japan. However, like Whiting
 

states, anti-Japanese protests in China
 

would be impossible to occur “without
 

someone in authority learning of the prepa-

rations in advance;therefore,if it had not
 

been prevented,it must have been acquies-

ced in, if not quietly encouraged”. The
 

victim school is not able to totally rule out
 

the possible influence of patriotic educa-

tion and the role of authoritative govern-

ment on Chinese education and media.The
 

primary distinction of their view compared
 

with the patriotic school is not the differ-

ence of viewpoints, but the sequence of
 

explanation.

Despite the above mentioned differences,

consensus has been reached on the issue of
 

violence in which both schools rejected to
 

recognize the slogan of “Aiguo Wuzui”,

which was widely spread during the
 

Chinese anti-Japanese protests. It showed
 

that both schools objected the mentality of
 

using violence for solving disputes on his-

torical interpretation.The significant shift
 

of negative image of China among
 

Japanese general public could be por-

trayed as the consequence provoked by the
 

violent behaviors revealed during the pro-

tests.

Understanding Japan’s perception of
 

Chinese protests is not only a process of
 

knowing the “other”, but also the “self”.

Sino-Japanese mutual understanding and
 

cross national communication will be
 

extremely important in avoiding misperce-

ption,reducing enmity as well as in reach-

ing consensus in various disputes.It would
 

be too late if xenophobia sentiment and
 

extreme nationalism replace rational



 

debate in both societies when the next
 

crisis breakout.
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